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Preconceived ideas



Preconceived ideas



Basic Concept

“Automation is a mechanism to run tests”



Automation Process



Automation Process: Life Cycle 



Eliminate Manual Testing

Reduce testing staff

Myths



▪ Tools don’t do tests, people do

▪ The companies will need more staff (actually) with some specific 

skills to develop test scripts and maintaining all automation work.

▪ Automated testing is not Automatic testing. 

▪ The automation is an ongoing process. It never ends.

Myth: Eliminate Manual Testing
Reduce testing staff



Find more bugs

Myths



▪ Where do you find more bugs?

‒ Regression;

‒ Exploratory 

▪ It is the quality of the tests that determines whether or not bugs are 

found.

▪ Find more bugs does not improve the quality of software. It is fixing of 

bugs that improves the software and this is a development task.

Myth: Find more bugs



Myth: Find more bugs



Automation Process: Life Cycle 



Challenges

Decide What Test Cases to 

Automate



Challenges: Decide What Test Cases to Automate



Good test cases for automation are ones that are run frequently and 

perform the same action:

▪ Smoke tests: Run often and fast;

▪ Regression tests: Repetitive and time-consuming;

▪ Stress tests: Tests that are difficult  to perform manually;

▪ Tests that require machine precision;

▪ Tests that take a lot of effort and time when manual testing.

Challenges: Decide What Test Cases to Automate



Automation Process: Life Cycle 



Challenges

Good Strategy Objectives for 

Test Automation



▪ Objectives should be regularly revised in the light of experience

Challenge: Good Strategy Objectives for Test 
Automation



Objectives should be realistic, achievable and measurable:

Question: What can we measure?

‒ Number of automation scripts.

‒ Number of automated tests.

‒ Execution time of automated tests.

‒ The effort to maintain and improve the automated tests.

‒ Equivalent manual test effort  (EMET): For all automated tests, estimated 
how long it would have taken to run these tests manually.

Challenge: Good Strategy Objectives for Test 
Automation



Challenges

Return of investment



▪ The return on investment it should be calculated in two moments: 

before automation and after the implementation to see how much you 

have actually gained:

1. Cost to design tests cases

2. Cost of tool 

3. Cost of software and hardware

4. Cost to implement automation of tests cases 

5. …

► ROI (saving/investment)

Challenge: Return of Investment from test automation



Automation Process: Life Cycle 



Challenge : Automation, collaboration tools and 
Programming language



Automation Process: Life Cycle 



▪ Maintenance

▪ Improve

▪ Update

Challenge: Automation work never ends



Challenge: Automation work never ends



Challenges

Good Communication



▪ There must be highly collaborative interaction

between all teams:

‒ managers,

‒ developers,

‒ testers (manual, automation),

‒ support, production team;

▪ The challenging task is that both must work

together to accomplish the objectives;

Challenges: Good Communication 

Text Example



“It’s automation, not automagic.”



Questions and Discussion



Return of Investment from test automation

𝑹𝑶𝑰 =
𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒕

𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕
=
𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒕 𝒐𝒇𝒎𝒂𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒂𝒖𝒕𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈

𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒂𝒖𝒕𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈



Manual vs Automation Testing

Manual  Automation

▪ Manual Runnnig; 

▪ Find real user issues;

▪ Less expensive in the short-term;

▪ Can’t re-use manual tests

▪ Automated testing is performed

by tools and/or scripts;

▪ It is significantly faster than a

manual approach;

▪ Automation is a mechanism to

run tests;



“What percentage of our existing manual tests are automated?”

1. Some manual tests can and should be automated, but not all of them!

a) Ex: flex application, a test that consists of assessing whether the screen colors
work well together is not a good candidate for automation. 

b) one automated test taking two weeks to build when running the test manually 
took only thirty minutes and it was only run once a month

2. Manual tests are the only candidates for automation.

a) A manual test is optimised for a human tester. When tests are executed 
manually, they may vary slightly each time, and this can be both an advantage 
(may find new bugs) and a disadvantage - inconsistent tests, not exactly 
repeated each time, not re-usable

As Alan Page says, "Automate 100% of the tests that should be 
automated."

Myth: Automate 100% of testing




